
Re‑imagining API Testing: 
The Path to the Future 

 
Modernize API testing with automation. Overcome the 
barriers associated with API testing and get the speed, 
scale, security, cost efficiency, interoperability, quality, 
and test coverage your business needs to accelerate 
software delivery—and ramp up digital transformation 
and enhance customer experience. 
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Unleash Digital Growth with API Testing 
Automation 
What, uniquely, distinguishes enterprises undergoing digital 
change versus those achieving digital transformation? 

 

In one word: Speed. 
 

It is the velocity at which enterprises innovate 
digitally that separates those merely 
lumbering along a set digital path—and 
those achieving the revenue, speed‑to‑ 
market, and customer experience benefits of 
digital transformation. 

For years, speed has been an important 
differentiator for both businesses and 
technology organizations. As competition 
across sectors intensifies, the pace of digital 
change accelerates, customer experience is 
the primary lever for success, and the need 
for speed has been amplified. In a digital 
arena, it’s more important than ever for 
organizations to adapt and change quickly, 
and with greater agility. 

Yet, the building blocks of the digital 
economy—software—are often shackled by 
old, slow, and inflexible modes of working. A 
significant slice of companies, for instance, 
still depend on monolithic applications, 
updated applying non‑agile and non‑ 

iterative methodologies, and tested 
manually—depriving them of the dexterity, 
cost‑efficiency, and speed gains that come 
with modernization. 

Fortunately, this isn’t the entire picture. More 
and more monolithic applications—especially 
those that are customer‑facing—are being 
broken down into microservices. They are 
deployed on containers and connected by 
APIs, and are being developed by DevOps 
teams that employ CI/CD platforms. 

However, these advances aren’t as prevalent 
at the far end of the application development 
process: Testing. 

A full 84% of developer teams say they are 
being held back from deploying more often. 
The top reason? Testing / QA takes too long, 
according to The State of Software Code 
Report. 

And where is a sizeable chunk of testing time 
spent? On APIs and ensuring that they are 
functional, high‑performing, available, and 
secure. According to State of Quality Testing 

 

Businesses risk up to $126 
million in lost revenue due to 
ineffective software delivery. 

 

 

Of enterprises say that their 
primary software goal for 2022 
is to increase automated tests. 
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2021, 61% of organizations say APIs continue to 
be the leading type of testing they perform. 

The lack of pervasiveness around automated 
testing—only 37% of businesses say they fully 
automate API testing, for example—has real 
world consequences, both internally and 
externally. Over half (54%) of DevOps teams 
struggle to balance speed and quality and 
keep up with the demand for new and 
updated software, points out Techstrong 
Research. 

And 34% enterprises say losing users is the 
biggest risk of errors in their software 
applications, 28% say it hurts their ability to 
attract new users who might read bad 
reviews, and over a quarter (26%) have 
reported losing a significant number of users 
to errors, says The State of Software Code 

Report. 
 

Reconceptualizing API Testing 
 

What is deterring a deeper embrace of API 
testing automation and modernization? 
Several barriers to API testing can be traced 
back to existing assumptions—among 
software quality engineers—that API testing is 
complex and technical in nature, and that it 
requires specialized knowledge. This often 

Qyrus helps testers re‑assess these long‑ 
held beliefs and adopt API testing 
automation easily, thereby accelerating 
digital transformation initiatives. It does so 
by, almost exclusively, offering a codeless, 
and highly intelligent test automation 
platform, which spans and integrates Web, 
API, and Mobile testing. Its solution simplifies 
the building, execution, monitoring, and 
management of API tests, enabling testers to 
not only boost test speed, scale, and 
coverage, but also help them shift left and 
inform development teams of challenges 
earlier in the development cycle, thus 
creating higher quality software, faster and 
more collaboratively. 

In this e‑book, we will shed light on the 
challenges around API testing, the trends 
driving the adoption of API testing 
automation, and how Qyrus’ singular abilities 
enable businesses to create dependable, 
high‑performing, and secure APIs, quickly 
and cost‑effectively. We hope you find it 
useful. 

 
 
 
 

The Benefits of API Testing Automation 

Digital Transformation 
is Accelerating 

67% 
Of organizations say 
the pace of digital 
transformation has 
not changed or will 

increase in the 
foreseeable future. 
Source: Closing the 
Acceleration Gap 

 
 
 
 
 

API Testing Forms a 
Significant Chunk of 

Testing 

61% 
Of organizations say 
APIs continue to be 
the leading type of 

testing they perform. 
Source: State of Quality 

Testing 2021 

But Developers Are 
Being Hampered 

84% 
Of developers say 

they are being held 
back from deploying 
more often, severely 
affecting a business' 

ability to create 
software which 

underpins digital 
economy. 

Source: The State of 
Software Code Report. 

 
 

A Key Hurdle is 
Testing 

43% 
Of developers say 

testing is their 
biggest pain point. 
Source: The State of 

Software Code Report. 

results in an over‑dependence on time‑ 
intensive UI testing. 

Automating and modernizing API testing can unleash developers and testers, enabling faster, more frequent, and 
more secure software releases, which accelerates digital transformation. With a majority of testing focused on API 
testing, it is imperative to modernize and automate API testing in order to hasten the pace of digital transformation. 
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Status Code 426: What's Driving API Testing Adoption? 
A perfect storm of trends is creating a more acute and more urgent need to upgrade API testing practices and 
improve testing speed, scale and efficiency. 

 

40% 
 

of businesses monetized 
APIs in 2021, that is 15% 
more than the previous 
year. These companies 
must ensure that APIs are 
available, secure, and 
high performing. 

Source: State of APIs 

59% 
 

of enterprises say 
participating in the API 
economy is a top priority for 
their organization's strategy. 
This is especially true for the 
financial sector, which is 
often driven by Open 
Banking mandates. 

Source: State of APIs 

68% 
 

of developers expect to rely 
on APIs more than they did 
in 2021. And 49% of 
organizations say that over 
50% of their development 
effort is spent on APIs. 

Source: State of APIs, State of 
the API Report 

+75% 
 

of enterprises are prioritizing 
API initiatives. 

Source: Forrester Consulting 

97% 
 

of testers say API testing is 
an important or very 
important skill to learn in 
order to succeed, as API 
testing continues to be the 
#2 most type of testing 
undertaken in organizations. 

Sources: State of Testing 
2022, State of Quality Testing 
2021 
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32% 
 

of enterprises say they 
use a microservices 
architecture for the 
primary application they 
develop. APIs are critical 
to connecting 
microservices. 

Source: Java Developer 
Productivity Report 

33% 
 

of organizations say it takes 
one week to one month to 
conceive, implement, test, 
and deliver an API to a 
production environment. 
Only about 1/3 of developers' 
time is spent actually coding 
and programming APIs, the 
rest is consumed on other 
activities with over 15% of 
developer time used on 
debugging and manually 
testing APIs. 

Source: State of the API 
Report 

88% 
 

of companies struggle to 
find, acquire, and retain 
testing engineers. As a 
result, testing loads are 
being shared with non‑ 
testers. Only 18% of 
development and testing 
teams say that “all testing is 
done by dedicated testers.” 
36% of companies say 10‑ 
50% of testing is done by 
non‑testers including 
developers, product owners, 
support teams, and end 
users. 

Source: Techstrong 
Research, State of Testing 

+86% 
 

of organizations use Agile or 
Agile‑like development 
models, and 64% say the 
most important reasons for 
adopting Agile is to 
accelerate software 
delivery. Poor API testing 
practices undermines this 
aim. 

Sources: State of Testing 
2022, State of Agile Report 

30% 
 

of developers perform 
multiple deployments per 
week. Less‑than‑optimal 
API testing hampers the 
speed of software delivery. 

Source: State of Continuous 
Delivery Report 
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Status Code 409: Challenges to API Testing 
The adoption of API testing is impeded by a lack of simple, smart, and scalable solutions. 

 
 

It's Too Technical It's Too Hard to Collaborate It's Too Difficult to Manage It's Too Dependent on Desktops 
 

Many automation testers have a 
background in UI testing and are 
accustomed to working with GUIs. As 
they shift to API testing, they are 
confronted with tools that only support 
command‑line interfaces (CLI), 
require technical savvy to set up 
testing environments, and need a 
knowledge of JavaScript or other 
programming languages. Additionally, 
validating API parameters correctly 
requires creating properly formatted 
test data, and ensuring the right 
response codes, both of which can be 
difficult to get right. 

Existing API testing solutions make it 
challenging to achieve a crucial 
testing agenda: Collaboration. As the 
lines between developers and testers 
blur, and as more organizations opt 
into shift‑left strategies, it's 
increasingly vital for QA engineers to 
create common workspaces with 
developers. Such a capability allows 
both teams to engage and 
collaborate more easily. This can be 
achieved using the same platforms, or 
with integrations to software 
development platforms. 

Traditional API testing tools are not 
easy to set up, manage, or monitor. As 
speed and efficiency become more 
important, API testers require features 
that make everyday operations easier, 
enabling them to focus on increasing 
test coverage. This includes 
scheduling tests without third‑party 
integrations, for example. Or the ability 
to create a library of API tests that can 
be re‑used or be imported from other 
platforms. 

API testers need to be able to run 
multiple tests to improve their output 
without spending long hours on the job. 
Most API testing tools, however, are run 
on desktop hosts limiting the ability of 
testers to parallel process and scale 
tests, without sacrificing speed, and 
depriving off from the benefits of cloud 
computing. 

Top API Concerns for Testers 
 

 51%   Availability:  Performance:  

      
response every time? 

Are my APIs safe from hackers and 
 

Are my APIs always available to 
end users? 

Can my APIs work under different 
loads and traffic conditions? 
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Qyrus: Breaking New Ground with API Testing 
Qyrus API testing automation offers a set of capabilities that differentiate it from existing solutions, thereby 
re‑inventing API testing. 

Fast Deployment 
 

Qyrus' cloud‑based API testing solution 
ensures that getting started is both fast and 
easy. Testing teams will be able to go from 
zero to executing their first API test with 
assertions in under 10 minutes. 

No‑code Assertions 
 

Qyrus is the only testing service provider that 
offers codeless API testing. Its graphical, 
point‑and‑click interface, combined with 
drop‑down menus requires no scripting. This 
minimizes API testing automation complexity, 
thereby lowering dependence on time‑ 
intensive UI testing. With Qyrus API testing 
automation, organizations can achieve 
higher test coverage in a quarter of the time 
they invest in UI‑based testing. Testing with 
Qyrus is 40% more efficient than existing 
code‑based API systems. 

Built for Simplicity and Efficiency 
 

Qyrus' platform is built ground up to simplify 
testing. Qyrus goes further than other testing 
solutions to ease the jobs of testers with 
native plugins for the most popular CI 

pipelines such as Jenkins, Azure DevOps, 
TeamCity, Circle CI, BitRise and more. 
Additionally, it provides native (read: no 
messy third‑party integrations) scheduling 
features and enables testing teams to import 
existing collections from other platforms such 
as Postman or Swagger. Qyrus also offers 
parameterized, data‑driven tests, enabling 
testers to upload Excel sheets and minimize 
the drudgery of manually testing against 
multiple parameters. All tests on Qyrus can 
be re‑used and shared which increases 
collaboration. Plus, test results are easy to 
read and share which saves time and 
improves efficiency. 

 
“Test automation is a critical capability for any engineering 
team, and Qyrus supports the testing of our web, API and 
mobile components as a part of our CI/CD processes, but also 
in on‑going regression testing across our partner ecosystem. 
The real power of Qyrus is that we have this extremely broad 
testing capability in one tool, run in the cloud, and reusable 
across all our development teams.” 

– Russ Thornton, CTO, Shawbrook 
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API testing with Qyrus is 40% 
more efficient than existing 

code‑based API testing systems. 

 
 
 

API Service Virtualization 
 

With Qyrus' API Service Virtualization, testers 
can create mock services quickly and easily, 
enabling them to reduce dependencies on 
work‑in‑progress or unavailable APIs. This 
capability enables quality teams to mitigate 
delays, shift left and test earlier, shrink time‑ 
to‑market, and lower costs. With Qyrus 
service virtualization services, testers can 
build APIs without any code to suit their test 
ideas. 

Deeply Collaborative 
 

Qyrus understands the need for API testers to 
collaborate extensively with developers, 
business users, and process owners. It 
facilitates teamwork with cloud‑based, 
shared workspaces that engender effortless 
collaboration, easy‑to‑digest reports, and 
native integration with Jira to raise and track 
tickets effortlessly. 

Powerfully Scalable 
 

Qyrus is powered by a cloud‑based platform 
designed to scale up and down seamlessly. 
Easily repurpose functional API tests to build 
and execute API performance tests to 
simulate thousands of users. In addition, 
codeless API assertions empower quality 
teams to expand test coverage quickly and 
efficiently, increasing testing speed, and 

 
 
 
 

creating more room for testers to think 
creatively. 

Integrated SaaS Platform 
 

With Qyrus, quality teams can efficiently test 
Web, Mobile, and APIs with a single AI‑ 
powered platform that eliminates the need 
for time‑consuming custom frameworks and 
test infrastructure. With Qyrus' integrated 
SaaS platform, organizations can launch API 
testing quickly and easily onboard new users, 
reduce delays and overheads associated 
with hardware purchases and maintenance, 
and increase the availability and resilience of 
their testing solutions. 
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Qyrus API Testing Automation 
 
 

Functional 
 

Simplify functional API testing 
without code by creating logical 
assertions on your endpoint's 
response. Qyrus also empowers 
expert testers to do more 
complex assertions to easily loop 
through desired response 
parameters and add assertions 
to maximize test building 
efficiency and expand coverage. 

 
Performance 

 
Test API capabilities against time 
and thread constraints. Imitate 
varying levels of user traffic and 
interactions to ensure API 
integrity across a range of 
environments. 

Monitoring 
 

Monitor the health and status of 
APIs by organizing them into 
collections with custom alert and 
responses, periodically testing 
the APIs for the right response 
values. 

 
Service Virtualization 

 
Empower a shift‑left strategy 
with API virtualization that 
simulates the behavior of an API 
that is not yet accessible or 
available, thereby ensuring 
software delivery is not impeded. 

 

Process 
 

Validate end‑to‑end business 
processes through APIs by 
reusing functional API tests to 
create a Qyrus API Process test 
by connecting multiple APIs in a 
graphical interface. 

Benefits of Qyrus  
Testing  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 
 
 

Benefits of Qyrus 
API Testing 
Automation 
Qyrus API Testing in 
Action: 

 
The Business 

Fortune 500 leader in 
garbage collection, 
recycling pickup, and 

The Challenge 
The Fortune 500 company was building two major applications: One that was customer‑facing and would schedule, track, 
and manage orders; and the other an internal business process solution. 

As development progressed, the number of API endpoints increased. This, combined with the organization's manual testing 
processes, resulted in a demand for additional testers, and tester time. It also limited test case coverage and introduced bugs 
and inconsistencies, which proved costly, and increased the company's time‑to‑market. 

The client needed a solution to manage and automate API testing across multiple applications, guarantee application 
functionality, and ensure reporting was integrated into existing CI pipelines. 

The Solution The Benefits 
waste disposal services 

Location: North America 

Number of employees: 
50,000+ 

 
Revenue: $15.2 billion 

 
Winning with Qyrus 

 
10x increase in test 
coverage 

40% reduction in test 
execution time 

4,500 unique test cases 
created in under four 
months 

The client turned to Qyrus to strategize and implement test 
automation for APIs. 

Utilizing API‑led workflows focused on dynamic data transfer and 
validation. A robust set of 4,500‑plus test scenarios was built in under 
four months, ensuring smooth data exchange across 80 enterprise 
applications, both on‑premises and in the cloud. The Qyrus platform 
validated over 400 endpoints—including SOAP and REST APIs—using 
unique, and randomly generated data to ensure application 
functionality across multiple scenarios and environments. 

By introducing reporting—including automated testing metrics—into 
testing environments, Qyrus enabled fast and easy identification of 
bugs and inconsistencies. This led to the discovery and resolution of 
defects, which were resulting in delays, causing timeouts and data 
mismanagement, and access and validation errors. 

As part of a shift‑left strategy, Qyrus supported aggressive release 
times with seamless integration to existing CI pipelines, enhancing 
application quality without compromising the stability of existing 
business processes. 

Qryus' AI‑powered test automation platform 
enhanced software quality across internal and 
customer‑facing applications, leading to 
improved field service monitoring, inventory and 
supply chain management, and logistics. 

With Qyrus, the client achieved a 10X increase in 
test case coverage, and a 40% increase in test 
execution speed. Now tests are executed on 
each build cycle and are triggered through a 
Jenkins pipeline, thanks to Qyrus' native 
integration with Jenkins, and other major CI 
pipelines. 

The organization continued to expand its API 
testing capabilities with Qyrus to include 
another internal trucking application. It is also 
integrating Qyrus into mobile and Web 
application testing stacks, enhancing driver and 
service center applications that leverage 
custom tablets. 
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AI  

API 

Re‑Inventing Testing With Qyrus 
Qyrus is a comprehensive, codeless, and highly intelligent test automation platform that empowers testers, developers, and business 
teams to produce high‑quality products for an exceptional user experience. It efficiently tests Web, Mobile, and APIs with a single AI‑ 
powered cloud‑based platform that detects and eliminates bugs much earlier in the software development lifecycle. 

 

 

Codeless 
Qyrus is a SaaS‑based, codeless experience 
which helps expand test coverage, and 
eliminates the need for time‑consuming custom 
frameworks and expensive test infrastructure. 

AI‑Enabled 
Qyrus' AI tools—including Rover AI, Healer, Sage 
and QyrusBot—solve a variety of challenges 
including test brittleness and identifying defects 
across mobile applications and chatbots. 

Integrated 
Qyrus is the only cloud‑based testing platform 
with comprehensive testing services across Web, 
Mobile and APIs, enabling seamless, end‑to‑end 
testing of digital business processes and 
complete customer journeys like buy online, pick 
up in store. 

 
 

Achieve Results with Qyrus 
 

Build Faster 
 

Reduce test 
building time by at 
least 

 

70% 

Execute Rapidly 
 

Cut test execution 
time by at least 

 
 

50% 

Test More 
 

Increase test 
coverage by at 
least 

 

80% 

Improve Quality 
 

Shrink defects in 
production by at 
least 

 

50% 

Reduce Costs 
 

Lower testing costs 
by at least 

 
 

35% 
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Qyrus: Deliver Higher Quality Software, Faster 
Codeless, Self‑Healing, and Predictive Test Automation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Try it For Free | Learn More | Contact us @ rahult@quinnox.com 
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